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PRODUCT NEWS 2020 - BRINGING YOU THE LATEST IN PC INSTRUMENT DESIGN

Choosing a card from the M2p.65xx AWG range provides a versatile signal source.  Waveforms can be of  standard 
function, custom arbitrary, modulated, even serial bus patterns. Data from real-world signals is also possible, 
helped by a NEW wider voltage output swing of  up to +/-12V. Pair and synchronise this AWG to a digitiser card 
from the M2p.59xx range using the Star-Hub option. A range of generation and recording speeds are available up 
to 125 MS/s! For quick and easy programming use the menu driven SBench6, or a code language of  your choice. 
MATLAB and  LabVIEW are also supported. This flexibility makes modular AWGs and digitisers ideal partners 
for creating a wide range of  stimulus-response  testing systems.

Combining a digitiser and arbitrary waveform generator 
(AWG) card into one system, provides a cost effective and 
efficient way to meet test requirements. The M2p series 
of  PCI-Express cards have the benefit of  perfect trigger 
synchronisation. Multiple waveforms, representing a 
variety of  test stimuli, can be output selectively to the 
device under test at each trigger event and the response 
instantly logged.  

Synchronised M2p cards prove ideal for stimulus-response systems

The recently introduced DN2 and DN6.65xx generatorNETBOX models offer a compact robust all-in-one 
waveform generator, easily configured and programmed using the supplied SBench6 software, MATLAB, 
LabVIEW or your own code, to produce sequences of waveforms simple or complex. Signals are all produced 
synchronously, but each channel’s waveform can be different in shape if  so required. BNC connectors allow 
simple and orderly connection of  signal cables. An Ethernet  data connection  means that  it can be used anywhere  
on a  network, or just connected direct  to a local computer. The DN2.65x model even comes with a  DC option 
for use in a vehicle. Also available in an even faster  1.25 Giga sample per second (GS/s) version too!

16 bit D/A generator updates the signal outputs at up to 125 MHz

Switch between waveforms during generation in response to a stimulus

Wide output voltage swing up to +/- 6V into 50 ohms, +/- 12V into 1 Mohms 

Connection and configuration over LAN

DN6: 24 to 48 AWG channels
DN2: 4 to 16 channels

For a free product catalogue and price list go to                        
or email us at 

www.dqsolutions.co.uk/catalogues.htm 
info@dqsolutions.co.uk

Fully programmable AWG systems with Ethernet connectivity
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A single common driver library covers all Spectrum hardware and is ™ 
™ Configuration and control of  the digital lines can be achieved from many 

common programming code languages, or third-party MATLAB and LabVIEW. Spectrum’s SBench6 software 
is another alternative; this allows the digital lines input logic to be easily monitored alongside captured analogue 
signals. This software is menu driven, requires no programming and the optional Professional version is capable 
of  sophisticated signal processing. 

fully compatible with  Windows
and Linux  32/64bit environments. 

These additional LVTTL I/O lines supplement the four multi-purpose "XIO" lines that are already fitted as 
standard to both the M2p series of  cards and the digitizerNETBOX. Digital and analogue data are sampled 
together at up to 125MS/s. It is also possible to configure digital lines on an individual basis which is ideal for 
monitoring  the status of  external equipment and for switching (control).

Spectrum’s portable Ethernet/LXI digitizerNETBOX can 
also be ordered with the additional I/O option. The system  
can have up to 11 digital inputs or outputs, easily accessed via 
the BNC connectors fitted to the front panel. 

A new add-on option provides 16 additional programmable 
digital I/O for the ultra high-speed M2p.59xx A/D (digitiser) 
and M2p.65xx D/A (AWG) PCI-Express cards. To access  the 
multiple I/O, SMB connectors are sited on a second smaller 
card alongside the main M2p card. A single FX2 connector 
variant is also available to order. These versatile  digital lines 
can be configured for asynchronous (polled) operation, as 
synchronous analogue inputs for the M2p.59xx digitiser, or 
synchronous outputs for the M2p.65xx AWG card. 

Versatile capture and control with the new digital I/O option 

DN2 & DN6 NETBOX system ExpressBox docking station TransPAC portable computer

Here is an overview of  the portable systems we can offer, all configurable to exactly meet  your 
requirements. More information at www.dqsolutions.co.uk/portable_computer.htm

Go portable with these test and monitoring solutions! 

Ethernet connection  to PC or LAN

Ready to capture or generate signals

Monitor locally or remotely

AC or (external) DC powered

Fit up to 3 PCIe cards of  your choice

USB-C (Thunderbolt 3) connection

Monitor locally 

AC only

Fit up to 4 PCIe cards of  your choice

All in one portable PC system

Monitor locally

AC or internal battery
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